
The Little Cannibal Dominates: Unveiling the
Mighty World of Ants
Ants – the tiny creatures that seem to wander aimlessly around your picnic
blanket or march in long trails across the ground. While they may seem
insignificant at first glance, they are anything but irrelevant in the natural world.
Their complex civilizations, incredible strength, and intriguing behaviors have
fascinated scientists and nature enthusiasts for centuries. In this article, we dig
deep into the world of ants and explore their dominance in the animal kingdom.

The Fascinating World of Ants

1. Ant Diversity

Ants are incredibly diverse, with over 12,000 species known to exist. These
species vary in size, color, behavior, and habitat. From the tiny Pharaoh ants that
measure just 2 mm in length to the intimidating bullet ants with their painful sting,
there is an ant for every ecological niche.

2. Superhuman Strength

Despite their small size, ants possess remarkable strength. They can carry
objects many times their own weight, showcasing their exceptional endurance
and ability to work together. This strength comes from their unique anatomical
features, such as their strong jaws and robust exoskeletons.
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3. Complex Societies

Ants are social insects and live in highly organized colonies. These colonies
consist of various castes, each with specific roles and responsibilities. The queen
is the dominant female who lays eggs, while the workers are responsible for
foraging, building nests, and taking care of the young. Some ants also have
soldier castes that protect the colony from intruders.

4. Efficient Communication

Ants communicate using a variety of methods, including chemical signals known
as pheromones. They leave trails to guide others to food sources, release alarm
pheromones to signal danger, and even use pheromones to recognize members
of their own colony. This intricate communication system allows ants to cooperate
effectively and maintain their dominance.

5. Impressive Feats of Engineering

Ants are skilled builders and architects. They construct elaborate underground
tunnels and chambers, creating intricate nests to protect their colonies. Some ant
species even cultivate fungi as a food source in specialized chambers within their
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nests. The complexity of these structures showcases the remarkable problem-
solving abilities of these tiny creatures.

Understanding Cannibalism in Ants

1. Cannibalistic Behavior

While the term "cannibalism" may sound gruesome, it is a common behavior
observed among certain ant species. Cannibalism serves as a survival strategy,
particularly in times of resource scarcity. It helps regulate population size and
eliminates weaker or injured individuals from the colony.

2. Pupae Cannibalism

Some ant species practice pupae cannibalism, where they consume the
immature stages of their own species. This behavior provides a quick source of
nutrients for the colony and helps maintain optimal conditions for the survival of
the strongest individuals.

3. Warfare and Slavery

Ants engage in warfare with rival colonies and sometimes enslave members of
other ant species. They raid enemy colonies, steal their larvae or pupae, and
force them into labor within their own colony. These slave ants are kept as a
workforce, contributing to the growth and dominance of the dominant colony.

Ants may be small, but their dominance in the animal kingdom is undeniable.
Their strength, intricate societies, impressive engineering skills, and even
cannibalistic behaviors enable them to thrive in a variety of environments.
Exploring the fascinating world of ants gives us a deeper appreciation for their
crucial role in maintaining a balanced ecosystem. Next time you encounter these
tiny creatures, remember that behind their tiny size lies a world of complexity and
remarkable feats.
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This telling of the 2021 Tour de France is an addition to our two-volume The Story
of the Tour de France: How a Newspaper Promotion Became the Greatest
Sporting Event in the World, and two supplements, 2019: A Year of New Faces
and 2020: The Tour During Covid-19: Better Late Than Never (both available on
Kindle and ACX audiobooks). Volume One told the story of the Tour’s origins and
of each edition of the race from 1903 through 1975—the year Bernard Thévenet
was able to conquer the Belgian Lion, Eddy Merckx, and hold the great racer to
five Tour wins.
Volume Two picked up the race in 1976 with super-climber Lucien van Impe’s
victory and took it through 2018 and Welshman Geraint Thomas’ 111-second win
over Tom Dumoulin.
2019 had a stunning surprise winner in twenty-two-year-old Egan Bernal, the
youngest rider to wear the race-leader’s Yellow Jersey in Paris since that jersey
was first awarded in 1919, and the third-youngest rider ever to have won the Tour
de France.
2020 was no less surprising. Slovenian racer Tadej Pogačar was sitting in second
place after stage nineteen, just 57 seconds behind fellow Slovenian and race
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leader Primož Roglič. Then in the 2020 Tour’s penultimate stage, a 36.2-kilometer
individual time trial, Pogačar delivered a stunning ride, winning the stage and
beating Roglič by 1 minute 56 seconds. That superb effort made Pogačar the
winner of the 2020 Tour de France. He became the first rider since Laurent
Fignon in 1983 to win the Tour on his first attempt. He did more than win the
General Classification. He also won the mountains classification and was the best
young rider. Of the four individual prizes the Tour puts up for grabs, Pogačar won
three of them. And at twenty-one years old, he is also the second-youngest rider
to win the Tour since Henri Cornet won the race’s second edition in 1904.
Except for the two world wars, the Tour has been run annually since that 1903
race, and yearly addendums seem the best way to keep telling the story. So
please join us as we go on the 108th trip around La Belle France.
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